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1. Executive Summary

Most business professionals would agree that in the course of running a successful business, corporate executives spend a considerable amount of their time analyzing the marketplace, developing and implementing strategies, establishing performance and financial goals, developing and executing business operations plans, reporting financial results, and communicating to stakeholders. Most would also agree that prior to worldwide preparation for the year 2000, business continuity management (BCM) was not necessarily high on the priority list of every corporate executive. Although disasters in recent history have elevated the awareness of business continuity (BC) risks and their impact on corporate finances and operations, there are still companies that have failed to heed the warning signs and are underprepared for a disaster or a business disruption. Manmade and natural disruptions to businesses may be unpredictable, but the impact can be managed if an effective BCM program is part of the overall corporate governance framework.

The goal of BCM is to enable an organization to restore critical business processes after a disaster has been declared. BCM is a simple matter of risk management designed to create business continuity capabilities to match likely risks based on business value. There are large, medium, and small companies that have not adequately prepared for incidents that could render their business or part of their business inoperable for an extended period of time. Documented cases demonstrate how companies or entire industries have sustained significant financial damage due to their lack of preparedness for unforeseen disasters, including the U.S. airline industry following the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks; TfL (Transport for London) following the London bombings; and the commercial fishing industry in Sri Lanka and Thailand following the tsunami in 2004. Damage to an organization may include loss of customers, profits, reputation, government licenses/approvals, etc. The lack of preparedness exposes the business to a degree of risk that is relative to each type of business.

Whether due to economic downturns in an industry, lack of informed management, or other corporate cost decisions, BCM program champions such as chief audit executives (CAEs) often find their recommendations to executive management for improved BCM to be ignored or deferred far into the future. The CAE has the responsibility to report BCM deficiencies to management and the audit committee of the board, for example, when an audit or other discovery means reveals that management cannot provide evidence to ensure that in the event of a declared disaster, business operations and systems will be recovered in a manner that meets the organization’s business, financial, and operational goals based on the likelihood of disruptive events.

This Global Technology Audit Guide (GTAG) was written with an understanding of the CAE’s perspective. CAEs have been challenged to educate corporate executives on the risks, controls, costs, and benefits of adopting a BCM program. Although it is true that recent disasters around the world have motivated some corporate leaders to give attention to BCM programs, others have failed to recognize and/or address the risk. The key challenge is engaging corporate executives to make BCM a priority. On the surface, any executive is likely to express that BCM is a good idea, but when it comes to taking action, some will struggle to find the budget necessary to fund the program as well as an executive sponsor that has the time to ensure its success. This guide will help the CAE communicate business continuity risk awareness and support management in its development and maintenance of a BCM program.

As shown in Figure 1, the CAE must understand the role of BCM as one of three elements of an Emergency Management Program (Note: The term Emergency Management Program may be used globally in various government and business sectors, but is not necessarily a standard professional term). Emergency response (ER) is the first action that focuses on avoiding, deterring, and preventing disasters and preparing the organization to respond to a disaster. The goal of ER is lifesaving, safety, and initial efforts to limit the impact to an event depends on the entity’s Emergency Management Program working properly before the event. Understanding this principle will make all the difference in a program.
asset damage. Crisis management (CM) focuses on managing external — and in some companies, internal — communications and senior management activities during a disaster. Even in an environment where ER and CM are mature and effective, BCM may remain inadequately addressed. BCM capabilities are focused on the recovery of critical business processes to minimize the financial and other impacts to a business caused during a disaster or business disruption. BCM must be integrated with ER and CM but should be a separate program.

The bottom line is that the CAE should be able to answer the following three simple and important questions related to business continuity:

1. Does the organization’s leadership understand the current business continuity risk level and the potential impacts of likely degrees of loss?
2. Can the organization prove the business continuity risks are mitigated to an approved acceptable level and are recertified periodically?
3. If an unacceptable business continuity risk exists but executive management has decided to assume the risk, are the organization’s owners, business partners, and other constituents aware that management has decided not to mitigate the risk? Also, has the decision to accept the risk been properly documented?

If the answer to any of these questions is “no,” this GTAG can help. Specifically, this guide aims to help CAEs understand the BCM program, risks, and controls and to prepare them with information for executive- and board-level discussions. The value of this GTAG is that it provides a high-level summary in straightforward business language for executive readers and detailed guidance for internal auditors in audit assessments. This GTAG focuses on how BCM, as a program or framework, is designed to enable business leaders to manage the level of risk the organization could potentially encounter if a natural or man-made disruptive event that affects the extended operability of the organization were to occur. The guide includes disaster recovery planning (DRP) for continuity of critical information technology infrastructure and business application systems, because many business functions are predominately automated. This will help the CAE establish the basis for exercising an effective assessment and reporting key information to stakeholders.
2. Introduction

This GTAG describes the knowledge needed by members of governing bodies, executives, and internal auditors to address the effectiveness of business recovery capabilities and the impact they have on business. Other professionals may find the guidance useful and relevant as well. This guide provides information related to assessing BCM capabilities and describes the different parts of a comprehensive program and how to establish the correct plan for an organization.

2.1 BCM Definition

Business continuity management is the process by which an organization prepares for future incidents that could jeopardize the organization’s core mission and its long-term viability. Such incidents include local events like building fires, regional events like earthquakes, or national events like pandemic illnesses. The key components of the BCM are:

- **Management Support** — Management must show support to properly prepare, maintain, and practice a business continuity plan (BCP) by assigning adequate resources, people, and budgeted funds.
- **Risk Assessment and Risk Mitigation** — Potential risks due to threats such as fire, flood, etc., must be identified, and the probability and potential impact to the business must be determined. This must be done at the site and division level to ensure the risks of all credible events are understood and appropriately managed.
- **Business Impact Analysis (BIA)** — The BIA is used to identify business processes that are integral to keeping the business unit functioning in a disaster and to determine how soon these integral processes should be recovered following a disaster.
- **Business Recovery and Continuity Strategy** — This strategy addresses the actual steps, people, and resources required to recover a critical business process.
- **Awareness and Training** — Education and awareness of the BCM program and BC plans are critical to the execution of the plan.
- **Exercises** — Employees should participate in regularly scheduled practice drills of the BCM program and BC plans.
- **Maintenance** — The BCM capabilities and documentation must be maintained to ensure that they remain effective and aligned with business priorities.

2.2 Crisis Management Planning

Crisis management planning addresses how the corporate entity will inform the general public, its employees, and various stakeholders of the crisis and the steps being taken to get the business up and running again. CM consists of methods used to respond to both the reality and perception of crises, which are documented in a CM plan. CM also involves establishing metrics to define what scenarios constitute a crisis and should consequently trigger the necessary response mechanisms. It consists of the communication that occurs within the response phase of emergency management scenarios.

2.3 Disaster Recovery of IT

Disaster recovery of information technology (IT) components supports restoring operations critical to the resumption of business, including regaining access to data (records, hardware, software, etc.), communications (e-mail, phone, etc.), workspace, and other business processes after a disaster. A well-established and thoroughly tested disaster recovery plan must be developed in harmony with the BCM plan to increase the probability of successfully recovering vital organization records.
3. Building a Business Case

Emergency preparedness is no longer the sole concern of businesses located in earthquake- or tornado-prone areas of the world. Preparedness must now account for man-made disasters, such as terrorist attacks, in addition to pandemics and natural disasters. Knowing what to do during an emergency is an important part of being prepared and may make all the difference when seconds count. The goal of preparedness is to resume business operations with as much transparency, from the customer’s perspective, as possible. Examples of recent catastrophic events affecting large and small businesses alike include:

- The worldwide SARS outbreak (November 2002 through July 2003) consisted of 8,096 known infected cases and 774 deaths. The near pandemic caused a severe customer decline in Chinese cuisine restaurants in North America, a 90 percent decrease in some cases. Most conferences and conventions scheduled in major cities were cancelled. In addition, government intervention disrupted normal business functions (e.g., travel, supply chain, etc.) for many companies in countries with known infections.

- The Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on the Pentagon and the World Trade Center were the most devastating attacks on U.S. soil since the bombing of Pearl Harbor. In addition to upsetting military processes, the Sept. 11 attacks also targeted civilian processes and U.S. businesses.

- The July 7, 2005 London bombings were a series of terrorist-planned explosions on the London public transportation system. The attacks, which were responsible for more than 50 deaths and 700 injuries, seriously disrupted London’s public transportation system as well as the country’s mobile telecommunications system.

- Hurricane Katrina (formed on Aug. 23, 2005) may be the costliest natural disaster in U.S. history. At least 1,836 people lost their lives in the hurricane and the subsequent floods. Katrina caused an estimated US $81.2 billion in damage, including significant damage to industrial (mainly oil, refinery, and chemical), commercial (mainly hospitality), and agricultural facilities.

Since 1983, regulatory agencies like the American Bankers Association and Banking Administration Institute have required their supporting members to exercise operational continuity practices (later supported by more formal BCP manuals) that protect the public interest. Newer standards were often based on formalized standards defined under ISO/IEC 25002.

Often, the value of a BCM program is not appreciated until it is needed. Perhaps this is because it is difficult to calculate the return on investment of a BCM program until a disaster strikes. Management needs to understand that if such a situation occurs, business must continue, but under very different circumstances. The cost of a disaster may be the end of the business. Business leaders need to weigh the cost of being prepared against the cost of closing the doors of the business for a week, a month, or forever, depending on the catastrophe. Many governments around the globe require certain industries to have a tested BCP in place. In the United States, all businesses within the financial, utility, and health care sectors are required to maintain an updated BCP. There are general and industry-specific standards and guidelines for effective BCM (see Appendix: BCM Standards and Guidelines, page 22).

During the first World Trade Center attack in 1993, Morgan Stanley (MS) learned an important lesson. None of the MS employees lost their lives, but it took four hours for all of the employees to evacuate the building. As a result, management decided that the BCP needed to be updated. MS took a careful look at its business operations and the risk of potential disasters and developed a new plan. On Sept. 11, 2001, the planning paid off. After the first hijacked plane slammed into the first World Trade Center tower, MS security evacuated all the employees. The evacuation took only 45 minutes this time, allowing MS to get on with recovering daily operations. Improvements to ER capabilities likely saved numerous lives. The BCM capabilities were also improved as part of the review.
4. Business Risks

Natural disasters happen around the world on a regular basis. Hurricanes, floods, earthquakes, and fires shatter lives and devastate businesses. Man-made disasters like fire, power failures, and terrorism are no less destructive. Together, these unanticipated events pose risks to business as usual. Sometimes the financial fallout persists for years. Some companies are never quite the same, and others simply go out of business. However, these outcomes can be avoided in almost all cases.

Almost every location in the world falls into a hot zone for terrorism. Fires can ravage a building in any city in any state. Likewise, terrorism can occur anywhere in the world.

4.1 Common Disaster Scenarios

Common disasters experienced around the world include:

**Fire** may occur in a single office building, a complex, or an industrial facility, or in an entire area near a forest or woodlands. Each year, more than 4,000 U.S. citizens die and more than 20,000 are injured in fires, many of which could have been prevented. Direct property loss due to fires is estimated at US $10 billion annually (in the United States alone), which doesn’t include the financial loss to companies from disruption to their operations.

**Pandemic** is a global disease outbreak. An influenza pandemic occurs when a new influenza A virus, for which there is little or no immunity in the human population, emerges. It then begins to cause serious illness and spreads easily from person to person. Many governments around the world have begun planning for a pandemic. They have identified critical national infrastructure industries like: finance, banking, energy, transportation, government, etc. These industries are being asked to prepare BC plans to ensure critical business functions will continue to operate during a pandemic. The economic impact from a pandemic could be devastating due to unavailability of staff, which may lead to suspension of business functions. If a pandemic occurs, it is likely to be a prolonged and widespread outbreak that could require temporary changes in many areas of society, such as schools, offices, transportation, and other public services. An informed and prepared public can take appropriate actions to decrease its risk during a pandemic.

**Terrorism** is the use of force or violence against persons or property in violation of the criminal laws of the countries around the world for purposes of intimidation, coercion, or ransom. Terrorists often use threats to:

- Create public fear.
- Try to convince citizens that their government is powerless to prevent terrorism.
- Get immediate publicity for a cause.

Acts of terrorism include threats of terrorism, assassinations, kidnappings, hijackings, bomb scares and bombings, cyber attacks (computer-based), and the use of chemical, biological, nuclear, and radiological weapons. Terrorist attacks have devastated large metropolitan areas, disrupting businesses in these general areas, and have greatly impacted staffing levels for businesses in the affected region.

**Biological Attacks** are the deliberate release of germs or other biological substances that can make people sick. Many agents must be inhaled, enter through a cut in the skin, or be eaten to take effect. Some biological agents, such as anthrax, do not cause contagious diseases. Others, like the smallpox virus, can result in diseases that can be transmitted through people touching, coughing, etc. A chemical attack is the deliberate release of a toxic gas, liquid, or solid that can poison people and the environment. The threat of a biological attack can have a devastating impact on a business (e.g., evacuation of facilities) even if no real attack occurs.

**Tornadoes** are nature’s most violent storms. They can appear without warning and can be invisible until dust and debris are picked up or a funnel cloud appears. Although tornadoes are more common in certain areas of the world, they can occur anywhere and at any time of the year, making advanced preparation especially important. Tornadoes can damage business facilities and lead to unavailability of staff.

**Hurricanes/Typhoons** are severe tropical storms that form in tropical or subtropical waters around the globe. Scientists can now predict many tropical cyclones. Organizations located in or near coastal communities impacted by cyclones must plan for an evacuation, which can significantly disrupt their operations.

**Floods** is a common natural disaster in many parts of the world. However, all floods are not alike. Some can develop slowly during an extended period of rain, or in a warming trend following a heavy snow. Others, such as flash floods, can occur quickly, even without any visible signs of rain. Most parts of the world need to be prepared for flooding, but particularly locations in low-lying areas, near water, or downstream from a dam. Even a very small stream or dry creek bed can overflow and create flooding. Flooding can disrupt staff availability even if the primary business facility is not directly impacted.
The Rising Costs of Natural Disasters

Although natural disasters have taken their toll throughout history, there are strong indications that they have become more frequent and severe in recent decades and that this upward trend is set to continue. In part, this trend can be explained by growing urbanization, which has led to an increasing concentration of population in vulnerable areas (see Freeman, Keen, and Mani, 2003). It also reflects the changes in weather patterns — in particular, those associated with the rise in global surface temperatures — that appear to have increased the frequency and intensity of adverse weather events, such as hurricanes, floods, and droughts (see IPCC, 2007). With more frequent and intense natural disasters affecting increasingly densely populated areas, their costs have risen strongly over time (see below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of events</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall losses</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>151.7</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>728.8</td>
<td>575.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average loss</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The Rising Costs of Natural Disasters

4.2 Common Disaster Impacts

Various disasters that commonly occur may result in the loss of:

- **People.** If there is significant loss of human life or unavailability of staff, organizations may not have the proper personnel to run daily operations.
- **Facilities and equipment.** Several of the disasters described above have the potential to destroy or severely damage operating facilities, manufacturing plants, offices, and other critical business sites.
- **Communication infrastructure.** Organizations may not be able to communicate with employees, vendors, and customers.
- **Supplies.** This may include power supply, service from vendors, manufacturing supplies, etc.
- **Information and IT systems.** Critical business applications may not work properly.

---

5. BCM Requirements

Figure 3 shows the action necessary to meet BCM requirements.

5.1 Management Support

Management support is critical to the success of BC at every organization. Senior management must ensure that there are policies in place that require management teams throughout the organization to deploy a BCM program for their business.
units. All emergency management policies must be aligned to ensure that CM, ER, and BCM work together during an actual disaster.

A. Senior Management Support
Senior management must display visible support for BCM and the emergency management program. This can be accomplished in various ways, including by:

- Defining a central group within the organization that is responsible for BCM and managing governance (e.g., defining required standardization), knowledge sharing, best practice coordination, consulting, and cross-business unit BCM activities.
- Creating a BCM system that each business unit (BU) must deploy.
- Ensuring appropriate funding for organization-wide BCM activities via the organization’s annual business plan, testing, and ensuring BUs include funding for their BCM efforts.
- Communicating the importance of BCM and how it adds business value.
- Participating in BC exercises, training sessions, and other emergency management events.

The BCM system that each BU must deploy should include:

- A definition of BCM and its business value within the company.
- A description of the steps required to deploy and maintain a BCM program within a BU.
- The establishment of ownership for BCM by each BU (see “Business Unit Management Support” below).
- The definition of BCM metrics that can be used to evaluate progress of the program at the organization level and BU or regional level (e.g., each BU creates its own local metrics).
- Deployment of a BCM continuous quality program that can be updated by each BU to deploy and maintain BCM.

B. Business Unit Management Support
BU or regional management must also display visible support for BCM and the emergency management program. This can be accomplished in various ways, including by:

- Deploying the BCM system defined by the organization.
- Ensuring participation by all teams within the BU in the BCM effort so that they create BC capabilities to match their risk and business value.
- Identifying someone to participate in organization-wide BCM governance (e.g., define required standardization), knowledge sharing, best practice coordination, consulting, and cross-business unit BCM activities.
- Communicating the importance of BCM and how it adds business value.
- Participating in BC exercises, training sessions, and other emergency management events.
- Ensuring appropriate funding for BU BCM activities via the BU annual business plan.

In deploying the BCM system, BU or regional management should:

- Update the BCM definition section to define business value specific to the BU.
- Understand the steps that are required to deploy and maintain a BCM program within a BU.
- Establish ownership for BCM within their BU, including assigning people to key roles such as BU BCM sponsor (to arrange funding and provide leadership of BCM), BU BCM manager (to lead and maintain BCM capabilities), and BU BCM coordinator (to arrange BCM activities at the direction of the BCM manager).
- Define BU BCM metrics that can be used to evaluate progress of the program.
- Deploy a BU BCM continuous quality program.

5.2 Risk Assessment and Risk Mitigation
BU or regional management should complete a BC risk assessment for each of its business functions and associated sites (city or region). The purpose of this exercise is to identify likely risks that could disrupt critical business processes performed at specific locations of operation. The BC risk assessment is used to shape the overall BCM program scope by providing a list of likely events and associated consequences that should be addressed in a risk mitigation plan (e.g., prevention) and the BCM program. There is no way to predict all risks or to mitigate all known risks that may need to be accepted. Participants in the BC risk assessment should include individuals such as staff from the business as well as staff from the health, safety, and environment group; facilities management; legal; human resources; and personnel from the medical field.

A few disruptive events are very likely to occur, like hurricanes and/or utilities failures in some parts of the world, or other regularly occurring events. Specific tactical BC plans may be needed for these predictable events. Most events are somewhat likely to occur, such as earthquakes. Although an earthquake will occur in some regions, there is a good chance it will impact another part of the larger region. Therefore, if the site of operations is in an earthquake zone, this must be considered a likely disruptive event, which is often referred to as a credible event.

It is impossible to eradicate all risks from an environment and still conduct effective operations. Balance is the key to risk management of BC. When evaluating disruptive events,
it’s important to identify those that are credible and look for all potential events that may impact business operations. Possible methods for predicting future disruptive events include:

- Looking at historical data associated with similar organizations in the same region.
- Using government or industry data concerning possible risks.
- Using subject matter experts when the business model changes or limited data is available to perform a detailed risk assessment.

### A. Examples of Disruptive Events
Below are some examples of disruptive events that might impact critical business processes.

- Natural disasters such as earthquakes, hurricanes, rain/flooding, and lightning.
- Industrial events such as fire, explosions, spills, and contaminations.
- Supplier failures such as component provider disruptions and electricity utilities.
- Other catastrophes such as airplane crashes.
- Medical epidemic such as a pandemic or other medical risks.
- Labor disruption, including strikes, transportation disruption, and civil unrest.
- Economic or political instability, including terrorism/bombings and war.
- Human factors such as employee errors, criminal acts, and fraud.
- IT risks such as cyber-terrorism, viruses, hacker attacks, and denial-of-service attacks.
- Production and manufacturing risks such as:
  - Supplier disruptions, including power, raw materials, and critical services.
  - Production equipment failures to pipelines, boilers, and conveyor belts.
  - Unavailability of supporting utility services like treatment plants and disposal equipment.
  - Product storage, transportation, and distribution failures.
  - Unavailability of critical laboratory, testing, and/or quality control processes.
  - Process automation system (IT systems like SCADA and DCS) failures that stop production.
  - Government delays in permits, customs, staff visa, and/or certification.

### B. Assessing the Impact of Disruptive Events
After identifying the credible events that could impact each of the organization’s sites or regions of operations, additional work is needed to understand the event. Some of the factors that must be evaluated to better understand the scope and impact of the potential event include the:

- Geographic extent of the impact: A single building (e.g., fire), entire facility complex (e.g., chemical spill), metropolitan area (e.g., transportation strike), large region (e.g., earthquake), or potentially the world (e.g., pandemic flu).
- Days of impact: Number of days before operations will likely return to 75 percent functionality, which means 75 percent of people, resources, and production are functioning. Days of impact may be the period before the organization can replace lost resources, like renting a new building and making it functional after a building fire.
- Availability of staff (by days): Percentage of staff that likely would be able to work based on each likely disaster event (by days: 0, 3, 7, 14, or 30). Staff may need to go home for an extended period for some disasters like earthquakes that may damage homes.
- Availability of operations and/or offices: Likely percentage of operations and/or office space that is functional (during the days of impact).
- Availability of IT (during the days of impact): Likely availability of key IT components for each disaster event. This includes IT infrastructure (logon capabilities), IT network, IT applications, etc.

The BC risk assessment can be used to determine the impact to critical business processes. Some operating facilities, like research and development offices, may have few critical business processes performed at the site. The BC risk assessment for all sites should focus, at minimum, on the health and safety of staff, security, and potential environmental impacts to ensure that the CM and ER functions will have the resources they need to be successful.

### C. Developing Risk Mitigation Strategies
Developing and deploying BC risk mitigation strategies will help to minimize the impact of disruptive events and will improve response capabilities. Examples of risks and their corresponding mitigation strategies include:

- Safety risks for various disasters: Leverage ER and/or Health, Safety, and Environmental team and/or operational plans.
- Operational failures: Leverage standard operating procedures and normal maintenance activities.
- Loss of primary office: Arrange to move staff members to an alternative office or enable them to work at home, assuming their home is likely to be functional (i.e. not damaged if the event is regional, and home has necessary resources like equipment, computer, network connection, etc.)
- Loss of IT network connectivity: Develop IT system and information recovery (disaster recovery) plans to create network redundancy or recovery.
The second step in a BIA is to identify the type of business impact if the business process cannot be performed. Below are some types of business impacts:

- Health and safety (e.g., injury).
- Environmental (e.g., spill).
- Customer service (e.g., loss of customers).
- Financial (e.g., penalties).
- Regulatory/legal (e.g., governmental action).
- Reputation (e.g., loss of image).

Then, determine a recovery time objective (RTO) based on the types of business impact. An RTO is a duration of time and service level within which a business process must be restored (after a disaster) to avoid unacceptable consequences associated with a disruption in continuity. An RTO is typically identified based on standard time markers of 0, 3, 7, 14, or 30 days. The business management ultimately determines the correct RTO for each business process. Typically, the cost of the recovery solution will rise as the RTO decreases (i.e., if the business process must be restored immediately, the cost could be very high).

Next, determine a recovery point objective (RPO) for information systems. The RPO is the amount of data that can be lost if a disaster destroys the information systems. Business staff must determine how many days’ worth of data can reasonably be lost and recreated manually. Data can often be recreated from other sources such as external systems that exchange data with the organization system (e.g., banking systems). The business management ultimately determines the correct RPO for each business process. Typically, the cost of the recovery solution will rise as the RPO decreases (i.e., if the business process cannot afford to lose any data, the cost of data replication could be very expensive).
C. Identifying the Other Parties and Physical Resources
The third step of the BIA is to identify the other parties and physical resources that are critical to the business process, which could include other departments, vendors, other third parties, critical equipment, and physical records. A BIA may need to be performed with other parties who support critical business processes to ensure they are prepared to support business recovery.

D. Obtaining Sponsor and Manager Approval of BIA
The BCM sponsor and managers of each team must review and approve the BIA for their scope of operations. Since managers throughout the organization are responsible for ensuring the business continuity and recovery solutions are implemented, they must own the BIA for their team.

5.4 Business Recovery and Continuity Strategy
Business recovery and continuity strategies must be developed for critical business processes identified during the BIA. The BIA may include an initial discussion of recovery solutions needed to resume the critical business processes (see “Business Impact Analysis” on page 10). Participants in the business recovery and continuity strategy session may include staff from the business, key suppliers, and information systems organizations.

The business recovery and continuity strategies may include some of the following types of solutions:

- **Manual work processes**: Work can be done manually while IT systems are down.
- **Outsourcing**: Some work can be performed by external companies, competitors (reciprocal agreement), or secondary vendors.
- **Disaster recovery for IT**: An IT recovery solution will be needed for critical systems, but because these can be very expensive, manual work processes may be used initially following a disaster.
- **Alternative staffing**: Identify other staff members who can perform the job function.
- **Alternative facilities**: Identify alternative facilities where the primary staff can work.

When developing business recovery and continuity strategies, the credible events identified during the BC risk assessment must be considered along with their likely impacts to resources. Alternative facility options may be very limited for regional disasters like hurricanes, which could impact organization facilities and employee homes at the same time.

A. Staffing Recovery Activities
Because limited staffing is a likely outcome for most credible events, alternative staffing is always required for BC. The best option is to identify people outside the likely impacted area based on the credible events. If there are no people from outside the area, then consider increasing staffing levels in the primary region. If it is assumed that 80 percent of the staff will not be available if a disaster strikes, consider how many people are needed to perform a particular job and multiply that number by five:

- If one person is needed to perform the job, identify five people who could do the job.
- If two people are needed to perform the job, identify 10 people who could do the job; and so on.

Business people who normally perform the work may know of other ways to perform the critical business processes. These options may include manually performing the job functions, which may already be done on occasion when systems are down. Other options may include using existing staff at another site if the primary staff is unavailable. Some functions can be outsourced to a third party if needed.

B. Alternative Sourcing of Critical Functions
Consider various options to have the work performed by an external provider. Assess the degree of consistency and quality that is required for each critical function. In a disaster, the organization may be able to function with industrial standard products and services that do not meet exact organization specifications. Another option is to outsource internal work to other suppliers. Many functions can be performed externally by various companies that provide standard services. Consider establishing a reciprocal agreement with competitors if there are high capital costs or regulated functions that are performed consistently by numerous companies.

Many of the risks identified during the BIA may include suppliers of goods and services that are critical to the organization’s overall supply chain. These vendors may provide critical raw materials, or components used to manufacture products or used in the packaging, storage, or distribution of products. Contractual terms can be used to ensure that key suppliers meet their obligations, assuming they remain in business. Alternative suppliers (supplier diversity) may be needed if the primary supplier fails.

Another option is to determine how to supply products if a complete failure occurs in production. Procuring product from competitors in a disaster may be an option, but a reciprocal agreement in advance may help control costs. Another option is to prioritize customer fulfillment based on contractual commitments, followed by future business opportunities, etc. Identifying production alternatives in advance can help maximize overall company production based on various disaster events. The data would include resource utilization, by-product production, and other factors that could be
used to optimize production based on available resources and (vendor and utility) services.

C. Alternative Offices Needed for Recovery Activities

Alternative office space may be required in nearly all disasters that require the activation of the BCP. There are many options to provide offices for staff, but the cost of these solutions varies greatly. Below are some of the alternative office space options.

- Another organization facility that is outside of the disaster zone but near the primary office is often a low-cost solution. This requires the business unit at the alternative organization office to invoke their BCP to send noncritical staff home.
- Many people today use remote access to perform many office-related functions from home or a hotel. The key requirement is that employees have the appropriate security tools (e.g., remote access token) and appropriate hardware (e.g., laptop or personal computer) they need to work remotely. When evaluating remote access solutions, the impact to productivity must be considered, particularly as it pertains to lack of collaboration and communications if a team is spread across multiple sites.
- Commercial recovery sites also offer office space, but usually at high cost and often with limited network connections to the organization IT systems.

Any alternative office space solution must be tested by users to ensure they can log on. Some volume (performance) testing also must be completed to verify the solution will support the desired number of users. Noncritical staff should be instructed not to log on during a disaster so that resources remain available for those deemed critical.

D. Planning to Transition Back to Normal Operations

A plan must be developed to transition the organization back to a normal state after the recovery solutions are no longer needed. This can be challenging because the organization operates in an abnormal state during a disaster. Manually collected data must be entered into systems once they are restored. Financial and regulatory exceptions that occurred during the disaster must be resolved by filing the appropriate paperwork and obtaining approvals. Product exchanges (borrowed) that occurred during the disaster either need to be replenished, or the other party must be paid for those products.

The BCM sponsor and an appropriate team of managers must approve the continuity strategies for their scope of operations. Because managers throughout the organization are responsible for ensuring the business continuity and recovery solutions are implemented, they must own the continuity strategies for their team.

5.5 Disaster Recovery for IT

Depending on the business functions being performed and their reliance on IT, some portion of the critical business processes can be recovered without IT or information. In other cases, IT systems and information are needed to support the recovery of some critical business processes. Each organization must determine the maximum downtime of IT systems that can occur before it becomes an issue that could jeopardize the entire organization, whether it be hours, days, weeks, or more.

Disaster recovery planning is a term used to describe IT recovery. Some companies use different terms to include the recovery of IT systems, data, information management systems and processes, and other related systems. The disaster recovery document should describe the IT and information management systems recovery strategies. The DRP should cover detailed recovery instructions that may include references to procedures, vendor references, system diagrams, and other related recovery materials. The detailed recovery procedures must be updated when system and business processes change.

Below are some examples of the components that may be recovered as part of the DRP.

- IT systems, including:
  - IT data center.
  - Applications and data needed by the organization.
  - Servers and other hardware.
  - Communications such as phone, radio, etc.
  - Network, including external (third party) connections.
  - IT infrastructure (e.g., logon services and software distribution).
  - Remote access services.
  - Process control systems (e.g., SCADA/DCS).
- Information management systems, including:
  - File rooms.
  - Document management systems (electric and manual).

A. Considerations When Selecting DRP Strategies

There are a number of things to consider when selecting IT recovery strategies:

- The DRP document should describe the strategies for recovering systems and information based on direction from staff after staff members have performed a BIA.
• The recovery capabilities of critical IT and information service providers must be assessed to ensure they meet the requirements of the business.
• The recovery of IT and information components often must be combined to create a complete system needed to support critical business processes. For example, recovery of an application may require recovery of the desktop application, server application, server hardware, server operating system, infrastructure servers, data center, third party network connections, etc.
• Internal and external service providers of IT and information services should describe the recovery services they provide, including information regarding:
  o The recovery activities the service provider is responsible for and any recovery limitations there may be.
  o The recovery activities (e.g., reconstructing lost data) the organization is responsible for.
  o The manner in which the organization and service provider will communicate during a disaster.
  o Contracts for third parties (e.g., application service providers) or service level agreements for the internal provider.
  o The scope of their recovery efforts (e.g., systems, data, network, etc.).
  o Their recovery strategy.
  o Their RTOs and RPOs.
  o The cost of their recovery solutions, services, testing, and declaration of disaster.
  o The frequency of their recovery testing.
• Components of the environment may be recovered using solutions that would not normally be used in a production data center. For example, some data may not be recovered initially (e.g., large image libraries) which means they would not be available (e.g., may generate error messages).
• Recovery strategies for each IT system or component should be developed independently without a need for consistency with other IT systems. However, it’s important that components that work together to form a system be hosted in the same location or in multiple locations that have sufficient network bandwidth. For example, e-mail might be recovered at one large central data center, while file replication may occur at another site on a server within the local region, some applications and services (e.g., engineering) may be outsourced temporarily during a disaster, local applications recovery may occur using a PC instead of a server, etc. The objective is to find the best and most cost-effective recovery solution for each system, even if solutions are spread around the world. The only requirement is that the systems be accessible by the users, regardless of where they are recovered, and all components of a system work together.
• Information security and compliance standards need to be considered when designing recovery solutions. Recovery solutions should not introduce unreasonable levels of security or compliance risks. Some security and compliance controls will be relaxed if a real disaster occurs, but a conscious decision is needed to understand the risks that exist in the recovery environment. Recovery solutions are intended to reduce the risk associated with the loss of availability, but must be balanced with the need for integrity and confidentiality.

B. Recovery Solutions and Recovery Sites
The following is a list of recovery solutions and recovery sites commonly used.
• Hot recovery plan/capabilities.
  o A recovery plan exists.
  o Recovery resources are available at recovery site(s) and data is synchronized in real-time to enable the system to be recovered immediately or within hours.
  o Typical recovery time is minutes to one day.
• Warm recovery plan/capabilities.
  o A recovery plan exists.
  o Recovery resources (e.g., nonproduction systems, spare hardware, etc.) are available at recovery site(s) but may need to be configured to support the production system when the disaster occurs.
  o Some data may need to be restored (probably from tape or other backups).
  o Typical recovery time is two to 13 days.
• Cold recovery plan/capabilities.
  o A recovery plan exists.
  o Recovery site(s) have been identified with space and base infrastructure needed to perform the recovery.
  o Recovery resources (e.g., servers) are not available at recovery site(s) and likely need to be procured.
  o Data likely needs to be restored (probably from tape backups).
  o Typical recovery time is 14 to 30 days.
• No recovery plan/capabilities.
  o No recovery plan exists.
  o Recovery resources and data restore processes have not been defined.
  o Data backup plans exist to ensure that critical data can be restored at some time in the future.
  o A risk exists that the systems and business processes they support may never be recovered or may result in an extended delayed recovery.

The BCM sponsor and an appropriate team of managers must approve the IT recovery solutions for their scope of
operations. Because managers throughout the organization are responsible for ensuring the BC and recovery solutions are implemented, they must own the IT recovery solutions for their team.

5.6 Awareness and Training

Education and awareness are effective in preparing staff for recovery. Awareness training should be given annually, at minimum, to ensure that staff members understand their BC roles and the emergency response activities at their site or region. CM training, including leadership team decision-making and managing communications, is also vitally important.

The BCM program requires varying degrees of knowledge based on the role of the participating individuals and the sourcing strategies. Below are some of the roles and the knowledge level needed for each role:

- BCM sponsor should:
  - Understand BCM concepts and the value proposition for BCM.
- BCM manager should:
  - Understand emergency management (CM, ER, BCM).
  - Earn a Certified Business Continuity Professional (CBCP) certification from DRI International (DRII), Business Continuity Institute (BCI), or equivalent. (This qualification is optional for business unit BCM managers, but is required for the organization-wide BCM manager.)
  - Create BCM program and/or process deployment (best if aligned with organization methodology like operational efficiency, safety, and/or other related processes).
- BCM coordinators should:
  - Possess a strong knowledge of organization BCM process methodology (typically delivered via organization or external training).
- BCM consultant (internal or external) should:
  - Earn a CBCP or Master Business Continuity Professional (MBCP) certificate from DRII, BCI, or equivalent.
  - Have extensive experience performing the following: BCM risk assessment, BIA, recovery planning, exercises, etc.
- BCM staff should:
  - Understand BCM concepts and the value proposition for BCM.
  - Understand emergency communications procedures.
  - Know the ER for their site or region.

Exercises are the primary methods of training staff on the actual execution of the recovery plans and their roles, as well as identifying gaps and weaknesses. See “Exercise of the Business Continuity” (page 15) for a description of different types of exercises.

5.7 Maintenance of the BCM Program

One of the most common obstacles preventing organizations from obtaining BC readiness is neglect. Frequently, organizations invest great time and expense in developing plans that are never maintained thereafter. Like any operational plan, BC and CM plans atrophy over time and become less effective as changes in business priorities, people, processes, technology, and operating environment fail to be reflected in the plans. In some cases, “maintenance” is limited to changing the dates on a plan without changing the content. In all cases, the focus of the internal audit group should be on the maintenance of the BC/CM capability, not simply updating a document.

Some techniques to evaluate the maintenance of BC include:

- Evaluating the document change history to determine whether updates to the document are recorded.
- Reviewing maintenance requirements to ensure component maintenance is assigned to specific individuals and management provides guidance to enable the individuals to be effective at maintaining BC capabilities.
- Reviewing BC assumptions to ensure they align well with current operating requirements. BC assumptions should change to address new issues such as additional locations, new concentrations of risk (e.g., a new disaster scenario becomes credible), reliance on new/different third parties, or operations in new countries.
- Reviewing changes in BC assumptions to ensure each change has a basis.
- Reviewing the date of the BIA to ensure the foundation for the BC plans is current enough to provide adequate direction.
- Contacting people responsible for tasks in the plan to determine their understanding of the requirements and confidence that they can perform well. In many cases, people named in plans (especially plans that have existed for several years) are simply replacements for their predecessors in name only and have not been provided the same training as when the BCM program and/or BC plan was initially introduced.
- Reviewing the BC document structure/setup to determine how accurately it reflects the current organizational model and structure.
- Scanning for words such as “current” and “today’s” and evaluating whether the associated content is truly keeping pace with the organization, especially if a document is available electronically.
- Reviewing exercise/test results and associated action reports for exceptions (e.g., gaps) requiring remediation.
- Assessing the BCM program and BC recovery capabilities to ensure they have been updated to correct necessary gaps and have been implemented effectively.

### 5.8 Exercise of the Business Continuity

Exercises, or tests, are generally considered the most effective way to keep a BCM program and BC plans current and executable. Some organizations differentiate the terms exercise and test, but there is no requirement to use these terms in specific circumstances. Regardless of vernacular, the emphasis on plan testing should be to improve the organization’s performance in an actual event. It is important to note that there are many types of exercises, which, when used appropriately, can provide assurance and add value. All major BC standards require some sort of exercise/test regime to be an integral part of the BCM program. Generally, a large-scale exercise of the BCM programs and BC plans should be conducted at least annually. More frequent testing may be required for complicated environments and those with great impact (e.g., loss) to the organization. Several component tests should also be scheduled at regular intervals throughout the year.

Exercise/test requirements should be documented either inside the plan itself or in the entity-level BCM policy. Most of the standards used to govern BCM programs require three basic elements of a testing regime:

- Tests must be held at periodic intervals. The actual period between the events is determined by the BCM Steering Committee and is based on the program goals and objectives.
- Tests should address a variety of threats/scenarios and different elements within the BCM program. It is possible to address these issues in a series of broadly-based annual exercises or through more targeted site or component-level testing.
- There must be some method to track issues and gaps uncovered in the test and track their resolution.

![Figure 5. Exercising BCM Program Elements](Source: 2008 Continuity Insights/KPMG Advisory Services Business Continuity Benchmarking Report)
## A. Types of Exercises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Type</th>
<th>Description and Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Desk Check or Plan Audit</td>
<td>This is the least invasive type of exercise/test generally still considered a test. A desk check normally involves only the plan owner and perhaps a disinterested third party. The goal of this type of effort is simply to ensure that content inside the plan is not outdated (e.g., contact information) and that the general thrust of the plan is still relevant. It normally includes a simple page-by-page reading and updating of the plan itself.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                      | **Objectives:**  
|                                      | • Ensure team members are accurate.  
|                                      | • Ensure internal and external contact numbers are current.   |
| Orientation or Plan Walkthrough      | Especially after a BC or CM plan has been recently adopted or significantly enhanced, it is helpful to walk through the document informally with those expected to implement it. The effort would include a team meeting facilitated by a designated team leader. Normally, this type of low-intensity event does not constitute a “test” in terms of an organization’s BCM policy requirement. |
|                                      | **Objectives:**  
|                                      | • Ensure team members understand their new/updated roles.  
|                                      | • Ensure team members understand basic plan content and format.   |
| Tabletop Exercise (Boardroom Style Exercise) | In many cases, it is helpful to bring the entire BC/CM team together for a session to work collaboratively through a realistic scenario to identify challenges and build rapport in solving them together. Generally, these exercises last two to four hours and are facilitated either by the BC/CM manager or an independent third party. The effort concludes with a formal exercise critique detailing whether pre-established exercise objectives were met and outlining gaps uncovered in the event with a remediation timeline as well as next steps to be performed. |
|                                      | **Objectives:**  
|                                      | • Help team members understand the importance of their roles and responsibilities.  
|                                      | • See the benefit of solving continuity/crisis challenges as a team.  
|                                      | • Identify specific planning/training gaps across functional areas.   |
| Communication Testing                | Communication is a key component of a BCM process. In fact, failure to communicate accurately to key stakeholders is a frequent cause of failed crisis responses. These tests vary widely depending on the scope of communications planning and level of automation used in the crisis communications process. Companies that have deployed a mass notification tool realize a double benefit from their exercise: evaluating the tool’s performance and exposing participants to how the notification will be received. Normally, this type of event involves actually contacting business partners and employees, not simply reviewing contact list information. |
|                                      | **Objectives:**  
|                                      | • Validate the contact information of key stakeholders.  
|                                      | • Train participants in how to use mass notification and any role they have in the response.  
|                                      | • Properly configure mass notification tools.  
|                                      | • Identify communication gaps/bottlenecks where timely communication could falter in an event.   |
### GTAG — BCM Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Type</th>
<th>Description and Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **IT Environment (Systems and Application) Walkthrough** | This test involves conducting an announced or unannounced disaster simulation and executing documented system recovery procedures. Many IT environments are extremely complicated, and plans may be built around recovering specific applications or systems rather than the entire data center loss. In these circumstances, testing the loss of a data center could be highly disruptive and expensive. A well-designed walkthrough can be an effective exercise to bring disparate parties together in the only way that can be accomplished practically.  
**Objectives:**  
- Verify that critical systems and data can be recovered in a large-scale event.  
- Determine whether internal resources in individual system or application plans are able to fulfill their responsibilities, given the loss of multiple systems/applications.  
- Coordinate the use of response/recovery resources across multiple locations/lines of business.  
- Ensure the adequacy of supporting resources (e.g., human resources, procurement) to the IT response. |
| **Alternate Site Testing** | This test of all restoration/recovery components at an alternate site should include a test of the organization’s ability to relocate staff to the alternate site, as well as a validation that recovery processes and IT assets operate at the alternate site, as designed.  
**Objectives:**  
- Demonstrate the actual capability to continue key processes at the alternate site.  
- Identify whether privacy, security, and financial controls can be maintained in the alternate operating environment.  
- Train participants on any revised procedures to complete key processes at the alternate site.  
- Evaluate the sufficiency and effectiveness of IT assets at the alternate site.  
- Ensure the plan to transport employees is reasonable based on the likely disaster scenarios identified in the BCM risk assessment. |
| **End-to-end Testing** | This test of alternate site facilities should include both business and IT. An end-to-end test differs from an alternate site in that critical suppliers/business partners and customers — internal or external — are included within the scope. This test typically validates connectivity to the organization’s production site.  
**Objective:**  
- Demonstrate the ability to perform key processes at a pre-determined level without significant issues. It is not necessary to demonstrate 100 percent operational capacity in end-to-end testing; however, the leading practice would be to reconcile the effective capacity of the continuity strategy with the performance expectations assumed or documented in the continuity plan. |

### B. Exercise Frequency

Internal audit executives often wonder whether there is a “right” frequency of exercises/tests for the BCM program. Frequency of exercises alone is not the answer, because conducting the same test twice a year will quickly lead to stagnant outcomes and bored participants. As in many control areas, the generally accepted leading practice is for the frequency to be sufficient to ensure that the program is becoming progressively more mature. The majority of mature organizations test business continuity processes one or two times a year; however, this can be increased by such factors as:  
- Changes in business processes.  
- Changes in technology.  
- A change in BCP team membership.  
- Anticipated events that may result in a potential business interruption (for example, the onset of hurricane season or the perception that a pandemic could be imminent).  

Regardless of the actual frequency of exercises/tests, the CAE’s focus should be to ensure that the exercises/tests performed contribute to the continuous improvement of the program.
5.9 Crisis Communications

Crisis communications planning is an integral part of a holistic BCM program, and is most often coordinated by corporate communications, public relations, or another department staffed with professional communicators. Where crisis communications plans exist, they frequently address how to manage the media messaging following a crisis event. In all cases, the crisis communications process should be a subordinate function to the overall CM process, rather than a standalone effort.

Unfortunately, addressing the media is only a small fraction of the amount of crisis communications that occurs in a real event. Although the media contact is important and very public, failures in “lesser” elements of crisis communication can be equally devastating if poorly managed or executed.

Effective crisis communications plans are designed to communicate proactively an integrated message to varied stakeholders in a manner that is relevant to the individual audiences. Communication points relevant to the financial community may not be as relevant to employees or neighbors; however, the core message must be consistent. Although it is impossible to anticipate every aspect of crisis communications to be deployed during an event, some audiences that should be addressed in plans and preparedness efforts include:

- Members of the organization’s response team.
- Managers responsible for continuing operations and interfacing with employees.
- Line employees whose understanding of the broader issues may be less complete than the management team.
- Family members of employees, especially family members of employees directly impacted by the event or the organization’s response.
- National media, including financial media, whose interest in the organization is principally focused on management of the current event.
- Local media, both print and broadcast, that cover the organization regularly on a broad variety of topics.
- Investors, especially institutional investors, who desire transparency in the short- and long-term ramifications of an incident.
- Local and state/provincial governments that are interested in the long-term viability of the tax base and other benefits the organization brings to their constituents.
- Regulatory agencies responsible for ensuring continued compliance even when operating in recovery mode.
- Neighbors who may be adversely affected by the event, the organization’s response, or the authorities’ efforts to minimize overall community impact.

5.10 Coordination with External Agencies

None of the aspects of BCM can exist in a vacuum. In addition to coordinating the various disciplines amongst themselves, it is imperative that coordination points with external entities are reflected in the planning process. Government entities are interested in properly prepared private-sector organizations. For example, the United States passed Public Law 110-53 in 2007, which mandates the creation of a voluntary emergency preparedness standard by which private sector organizations can measure their efforts to prepare for a crisis. The UK Civil Contingencies Act addresses the ways in which authorities will work differently with the private sector during a state of emergency. Other governments have similar laws addressing their expectations of themselves and the private sector during a crisis. There is no “right” way to document each of the touch points with these external agencies, but at a minimum, the planning should address the following questions:

- Which governmental entities are required to be contacted following an event?
- What thresholds exist for mandatory notification, and under what circumstances would the organization make a voluntary notification?
- What areas of concern will each agency have, and how will they be different or similar?
- How can the organization engage governmental entities during the planning or exercise process to benefit from their experience without compromising the organization’s independence?
- What BCM program requirements exist from regulatory agencies, and how does the organization communicate its compliance?
- Are there external agencies that must review or approve continuity strategies such as temporarily producing products in an uncertified facility, performing regulated functions out of a separate geography, or altering the way raw materials or finished products enter the country?
- Within the organization, who will interface with each governmental entity and how?

Generally, the best way to address these and other concerns is to ensure that management is responsible for the BCM program and is actually talking with external agencies about this topic. The fact that external agencies have not expressed their expectations for BCM performance to management does not mean that they do not have expectations. Communication and coordination with these entities in advance is a crucial step to securing their partnership during an actual event.
6. Emergency Response

Emergency response is generally described as the tactical planning and practical activities designed to protect life and property immediately following some type of event. Most industrialized nations have some requirement to develop ER plans for larger organizations, and specific requirements related to industries abound. In many cases, government agencies define specific requirements, but there are many guidelines from national or international industry groups that address ER issues. Some of the key elements of an ER program include:

- Evacuation planning and assembly.
- Escalation protocols.
- Damage assessment and reporting.
- Hazmat response and spill control.
- Medical response.
- Salvage and reclamation.
- Specialty issues such as fire brigades, first aid, high angle or confined space rescue, etc.

The CAE is generally not asked to review this aspect of preparedness as a standalone item. Therefore, the essential aspect to address in any BCM review or consultation is proper levels of integration and cooperation with those internal resources responsible for ER. Because many BC events begin with an ER effort, failure to coordinate plans and activities not only impedes the organization's ability to address all the immediate impacts of an event, but also makes the long-term decision-making process more difficult by needlessly omitting a key piece of information about the source and characteristics of the interruption.

Because many ER plans focus on life safety issues — almost to the exclusion of any other considerations — one of the common challenges in coordinating the continuity and ER efforts is determining how those responsible can incorporate each others’ priorities without diluting their primary focus. This is an area where internal auditing can add value because of its neutrality and consultative approach. In most cases, BC teams can use information already being gathered by an ER team to augment the BC plans, and ER teams can be better informed about how their actions affect the operational, financial resilience, and reputation of the organization.

Organizations with significant ER needs due to the nature of their operations almost always employ a structured approach to managing the response effort. One popular mechanism is the Incident Command Team model, in which an incident commander is chosen to oversee all aspects of the ER, including logistics, planning, situational reporting, and operational response. Most organizations that use an Incident Command Team model customize their approach to the organization, but retain the key principles of unity of command and clearly defined roles and responsibilities. Additional information on the Incident Command Team model can be found at http://www.fema.gov/txt/nims/nims_ics_position_paper.txt.

If coordination of the BC and ER programs is to be included in an audit plan, some key questions should be considered:

- How frequently do the program owners meet to discuss program issues and concerns?
- Have the program owners jointly met with local ER authorities to build a consensus on how events of various magnitudes can be managed best for both immediate and long-term impacts?
- Does the ER coordinator have sufficient influence to alter BC strategies if warranted, and vice versa?
- Has senior management approved a clear delineation for the responsibilities of ER versus BC in an organization?
- Are there concrete handoff protocols for information and external relationships as the ER phase draws down and BC increases in priority?
- If an Incident Management Team model is used, does the leader of the BC program have a role on the team?
# 7. Crisis Management

Crisis Management is easily one of the most misunderstood words in the entire BCM field. In some organizations, it is the extremely tactical planning we just described as emergency response. Some organizations use it to cover events related to physical security problems. Some organizations define it as being the executive-level plan to address major events at the entity level, but in reality, their plans only address crisis communications issues. For the purposes of this GTAG, we will use the term to describe entity-level planning designed to address the immediate and high-level impacts to an organization.

Most crisis management plans are designed to be activated for any incident, regardless of impact. In many cases, specific thresholds are established in advance across various types of impacts to eliminate the subjectivity often associated with escalating an event. These escalation criteria should include human, financial, and operational impacts and be straightforward enough to allow management-level employees anywhere the organization operates to know whether an escalation to the crisis management team is necessary or not. Similarly, consistent use of the thresholds across the entity helps the crisis management team be confident that if it has not yet been contacted, an event has not exceeded the pre-established thresholds.

Another key advantage of these thresholds is the value they provide in separating a BC event from an entity-level crisis. A small fire or the loss of a key supplier may be a significant impact for one line of business or operating location, but that does not necessarily constitute an entity-level crisis that warrants crisis management team activation. Properly developed thresholds empower business unit (or regional) managers to act on the business resumption issues without wondering whether they will be second-guessed by senior management.

One consistent theme across most companies who operate mature crisis management programs is a well-defined and rehearsed command and control capability. During an actual event, especially a complicated one, chaos abounds. There isn’t enough reliable information at management’s disposal early in the event to make completely accurate decisions 100 percent of the time. Organizations pursuing excellence in crisis management develop and test a system in advance that can intake available information, filter out the “noise,” disseminate information quickly and securely, and maximize decision-making capabilities.

In addition to escalation protocols and command and control of people, processes, and information, other aspects of effective crisis management programs include:

- Incorporating specialty disciplines such as product extortion/recall, security incidents (especially international incidents), and industry-specific (e.g., aviation) emergency incident response to the overall crisis management program. Generally, companies with exposure in these areas will develop some plans to address them, but they may not be linked to the entity-level crisis management program.
- Assisting employees affected by a disaster, which may include providing mental health support, family support, or financial assistance during regional events. Assistance may also include incentives to travel or temporarily relocate in an emergency.
- Incorporating board expectations in an incident response and board reporting during the response.
- Managing shareholder issues and liability following an event, including the errors and omissions and directors and officers liability issues.
- Testing CM and BC jointly so that each program can build on the strengths of the other and the overall effort can mature in a unified way.
- Delineating authorities when some operations are managed as a joint venture and/or exist in multiple countries. Legal liability may be transferred from a joint venture or another country if decisions are made by another legal entity or in a different country. This issue is very important if the CM team is in the United States because of the country’s litigious environment.
8. Conclusion/Summary

BCM is an important risk management program designed to protect companies from potential significant consequences related to events that can disrupt critical business processes. The CAE can help the organization understand the risks and the options to create an effective BCM program. Managers throughout the organization must be held accountable for appropriately managing the risks associated with disruption of the business operations and associated functions within their organization.

A BCM program provides the framework for making appropriate risk mitigation decisions and building organization resilience. Critical business processes must be recovered to support the recovery of critical business operations. The BCM program enables an organization to maintain recovery capabilities, including organizational capabilities and knowledge, systems and information recovery, resource restoration and procurement, supplier management, and alignment with emergency management processes.

The BCM program should be designed to maintain and grow the business continuity capabilities continuously. Effective maintenance of the BCM capabilities must include regular training of staff, periodic exercises (including resolution of any identified gaps and management commitment to the program), audit assessments of the BCM program and business unit capabilities, and continual improvement of the BCM program.
9. Appendix

9.1 Sample BCP Audit Guide
The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council has an excellent Business Continuity Planning Booklet (March 2008). The guide can be found at the council’s Web site, www.ffiec.gov. Below are the major objectives discussed within the booklet.

- Determine examination scope and objectives for reviewing the BC planning program.
- Determine the existence of an appropriate enterprise-wide BC plan.
- Determine the quality of BC plan oversight and support provided by the board of directors and senior management.
- Determine whether an adequate BIA and risk assessment have been completed.
- Determine whether appropriate risk management over the BC process is in place.
- Determine whether the BC plan(s) include(s) appropriate testing to ensure the business process(es) will be maintained, resumed, and/or recovered as intended.
- Determine whether the IT environment has a properly documented BC plan that complements the enterprise-wide and other departmental BC plans.
- Determine whether the BC plan(s) include(s) appropriate hardware backup and recovery.
- Determine whether the BC process includes appropriate data and application software backup and recovery.
- Determine whether the BC plan(s) include(s) appropriate preparation to ensure the data center recovery processes will work as intended.
- Determine whether the BC plan(s) address(es) critical outsourced activities.
- Discuss corrective action and communicate findings.

9.2 BCM Standards and Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization/Governing Body</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description of Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business Continuity Institute (BCI)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Business Continuity Institute’s 10 Competencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Standards Organization (ISO)</td>
<td>ISO 9000</td>
<td>Quality Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISO 14001</td>
<td>Environmental Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Standards Institute (BSI) includes:</td>
<td>AS/NZ 4360</td>
<td>Risk Management — (AS/NZ: Australia / New Zealand Standards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• United Kingdom</td>
<td>HB221</td>
<td>Guide to Business Continuity Management — handbook supplement to 4360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Australia</td>
<td>AS/NZ 4390</td>
<td>Records Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• New Zealand</td>
<td>AS/NZ 4444</td>
<td>Information Security with Business Continuity Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicly Available Standard (PAS)</td>
<td>PAS 56</td>
<td>Guide to BCM — (PAS — UK)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Organization/Governing Body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization/Governing Body</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description of Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulletin 2001-14</td>
<td>Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulletin 2003-18</td>
<td>Business Continuity Planning and Supervision of Technology Providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)</strong></td>
<td>NFPA 1600</td>
<td>Standard on Disaster / Emergency Management and Business Continuity Programs (referenced as a standard for BCP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 9.3 BCM Capability Maturity Model

Although the following BCM Capability Maturity Model does not match precisely to this GTAG, it is consistent with both the GTAG and BC industry practices and standards. It is provided solely as an example of one way to evaluate the maturity of a BC program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCESS MATURITY</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF CAPABILITY</th>
<th>METHOD OF ACHIEVEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>BCM capabilities are improved continuously and systematically. Senior management utilizes BCM capabilities to drive other efficiencies internally and build strategic relationships externally.</td>
<td>BCM strategies are aligned with strategic objectives and customer expectations. Senior management ensures that BCM planning operates as a core business function, chartered with clear accountability and responsibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>Senior management has defined key metrics, in line with regulatory requirements and industry guidelines. These metrics are used to measure the effectiveness and quality of BCM capabilities. Management participates in testing and training activities, and reviews exceptions to internal policy and test results.</td>
<td>Senior management is committed to manage the quality of BCM program execution. Metrics are collected and managed to ensure the quality of BCM strategies and plans. BC-related objectives are noted in performance goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>A BCM steering committee is established, and it is led by a member of the non-IT senior management team. The steering committee is the ultimate decision-maker regarding BCM strategies and solutions. A dedicated BCM budget and required resources are allocated to ensure the effectiveness of BCM capabilities, and BCM disciplines are integrated to provide an overall BCM solution for the organization.</td>
<td>Senior management is fully involved in BCM decision-making through a steering committee function. In addition to the BCM policy, the organization has defined specific frameworks to ensure integration of business resumption, CM, and IT disaster recovery capabilities, as well as appropriate maintenance, testing, and training processes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>Senior management supports the BCM program; however, limited involvement in process execution persists. Although coordination of CM, BC, and IT disaster recovery are assigned to middle management, overall coordination of BCM is ad-hoc or missing. Failure events are recognized and corrected after they occur.</td>
<td>Senior management is aware of the need for BCM capabilities. A BCM policy has been created, and BCM efforts are driven based on the results of a BIA (formal or informal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>Senior management sponsorship of BCM efforts is informal or absent. At this stage, BCM capabilities rely on individual efforts and “heroics,” and mostly focus on IT systems backup and restoration, and ER such as building evacuation procedures.</td>
<td>These efforts are led by middle management and executed without proper funding and sufficient resources. Consequently, any existing continuity capabilities are defined as tactical measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS MATURITY</td>
<td>Characteristics of Capability</td>
<td>Method of Achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>The results of the risk assessment and BIA drive continued enhancement to recovery strategies. The execution and review of risk assessments and BIAs are coordinated with organizational and technology change management/due diligence processes.</td>
<td>Senior management performs as a steering committee to identify and approve risk and impact conclusions. The steering committee recommends changes to the risk assessment and BIA process, based on the needs and requirements of the business itself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>Senior management supports the formal approach to the risk assessment and BIA. The establishment of objectives and effectiveness are measurable. Both recovery time objectives (RTO) and recovery point (data loss tolerance) objectives (RPO) are established, as is the capacity/capability at the RTO. The risk assessment process takes into account controls assessment. These processes are repeatable and are executed on a regularly scheduled basis.</td>
<td>The results of the risk assessments and BIAs drive the definition and development of recovery strategies and solutions. Core business processes and IT applications/systems have been addressed and are reviewed during the regularly scheduled risk assessment and BIA updates. Senior management uses these results to measure and manage enterprise-wide risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>A more formal approach has been implemented regarding assessing risk and business impact. Management has identified an approach to define levels of criticality, supporting a methodology to collect/estimate business impact data. Recovery time objectives have been defined, and strategies have been selected to meet these requirements. Management reviews and approves risk assessment and BIA results.</td>
<td>As part of a formal BC strategy selection and implementation process, a defined risk assessment, or BIA approach, is established. The strategy selection process also includes recovery objectives tied directly to levels of criticality and impacts to the organization. Executive management formally drives and approves these analyses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>Management has informally developed risk assessment conclusions and recovery priorities, typically as a result of discussions and facilitated sessions, as opposed to formal analysis. Priorities are normally focused on the component level. Management may be unable to fully justify recovery strategy funding, given that business impact information (financial or nonfinancial) remains incomplete.</td>
<td>Business and/or IT management have discussed and summarized continuity/availability risks or perceived impacts associated with business interruptions. Preliminary/high-level recovery objectives are agreed upon; however a process to measure the effectiveness and reasonableness of these objectives is absent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>Neither a formal nor informal risk assessment or BIA has been performed. Business and IT management may have developed recovery priorities, but these conclusions are potentially limited to perceived levels of importance (focus on their isolated knowledge of the business). The organization has not estimated the impacts (financial or nonfinancial) associated with business interruptions.</td>
<td>Business and/or IT management developed “ad hoc” recovery priorities based on perceived levels of importance. Failure scenarios and controls assessments remain incomplete. Measurement criteria have not been established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment Objective: Business Continuity Strategy and Design Maturity Evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristics of Capability</strong></td>
<td><strong>Method of Achievement</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>BC strategies are reviewed as part of strategic decision-making and organizational/technology change management. Strategies are refreshed on an as-needed basis.</td>
<td>Senior executive strategy sessions and/or change management committees drive the design, selection, funding, and implementation of BC strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>The results of the risk assessment and BIA drive the selection of BC strategies. A multi-disciplined steering committee evaluates CM, business resumption, and IT disaster recovery options in light of a cost-benefit analysis. BC strategies are reviewed on a periodic basis, typically every 12 months (following a risk assessment and/or BIA refresh).</td>
<td>A BC steering committee drives the selection of the BC strategies based on a cost-benefit analysis. This multi-functional team evaluates and selects complementary business and IT solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>Point solutions or discipline-specific strategies are designed and implemented based on management direction. The organization has not taken advantage of the benefits associated with organization-wide strategy selection that integrates CM, business resumption, and IT disaster recovery. The organization continues to move closer to implementing strategies that meet established recovery objectives.</td>
<td>The information technology organization (ITO) retains decision-making regarding IT disaster recovery strategies. CM and business resumption strategy design and selection is addressed separately, driven by risk management, security, internal audit, or even the ITO. Coordination between the business and ITO is often overlooked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>Cost control is the primary driver of BC strategy selection. Strategies normally rely on cold site arrangements (internal or third party) and vendor drop-shipped resources. The organization remains at risk given the probability that BC strategies may fail to meet more aggressive business objectives.</td>
<td>The organization does not allocate budget for BC strategy implementation and maintenance. Instead, the perceived minimum is implemented, and if funding is needed, these issues are treated as budget exceptions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>BC plans lack recovery strategy and resource definitions due to poorly defined BC program ownership or accountability. The organization places a heavy reliance on vendor support following the crisis or business interruption.</td>
<td>Management relies on ad hoc actions or untested response and recovery strategies. The design of response and recovery strategies is not preplanned; instead, management expects that experiences, creativity, and ingenuity will prevail when faced with a crisis situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic of Capability</td>
<td>Method of Achievement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>BCM is present during change management review sessions, as well as during business strategy sessions, in order to keep the organization abreast of all the changes that may have an effect on existing response and recovery strategies. The BCM steering committee meets quarterly to assess the reasonableness of existing and proposed strategies as well as spending when compared to the rest of the industry.</td>
<td>BCM takes advantage of more advanced business strategy and change management processes in use throughout the organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>A BCM steering committee takes into account customer requirements and/or formal service level agreements when evaluating BIA results and BC strategy investment. Internal auditing is involved in the BCM effort as an advisor, and reviews the program in light of the internal policy and regulatory requirements (if applicable). When the organization tests its BC strategies, the business/IT solutions are jointly tested.</td>
<td>BCM is viewed as a key control, and internal auditing drives compliance with the existing documented policy. All aspects of the BCM lifecycle are implemented in a joint business/IT manner. BCM is used as a competitive advantage within other business initiatives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>The organization has integrated the three BCM disciplines, and a single BCM steering committee makes decisions regarding strategies and solutions. A BCM budget has been developed. A BIA and formal cost-benefit analysis drive decision-making. Internal and third-party response and recovery strategies are formally evaluated, with selections based on results from the risk assessment.</td>
<td>Accountability for the BCM program is moved outside of the data center. An executive with the ability to influence the entire organization sponsors the effort. BCM objectives appear on the annual performance objectives of business unit management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>The organization developed a formal BCM policy to drive design, implementation, and execution of BC. Although coordination among CM, business resumption, and IT disaster recovery processes is immature or absent, they exist and are positioned to assist in response and recovery operations. A BIA drives the design of BCM strategies.</td>
<td>Although the scope of the planning effort has expanded to include the business, ownership and accountability remains within IT, or internal auditing emerges as the driver of the BCM effort. The BIA is the primary tool used to design BCM strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>The organization’s BC program addresses ER and/or IT disaster recovery, but fails to address strategic CM and/or business process recovery.</td>
<td>BC solutions, which may be limited to tactical ER and system restorations, is led at a middle management level and executed with existing excess funding (or available internal resources).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROCESS MATURITY</td>
<td>CHARACTERISTICS OF CAPABILITY</td>
<td>METHOD OF ACHIEVEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>Crisis, disaster recovery, and business resumption plans are integrated in planning and execution. Team membership is cross-functional and cross-regional. Expectations are clearly understood by all stakeholders. Plan maintenance is tightly integrated with organizational change management processes.</td>
<td>Senior executive strategy sessions drive the planning priorities and alignment. Standardized training and awareness programs featuring BCM content are delivered to all planning participants. Plan development responsibilities rest with those closest to the issues, and plans are vetted for content and alignment. Expert independent review is scheduled and drives both tactical and strategic change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>Coordination among CM, business resumption, and IT disaster recovery plans and teams is well defined. Plans are maintained on an as-needed basis, as opposed to a minimal standard (e.g. annually). Plan documentation is reviewed by a central authority, or signed off by senior management. Testing results and day-to-day experiences drive plan improvement. Documentation is appropriately secured and disseminated on an as-needed basis.</td>
<td>A combination of centralized and decentralized planning efforts exists, with all personnel trained regarding their plan documentation roles and responsibilities. Plan updates are driven by organizational and technology change, as well as test/ exercise results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>CM (including ER and crisis communications), business resumption, and IT disaster recovery plans are documented and include organizational detail. All plans are updated annually. Although roles and responsibilities are clear, coordination among the plans is poorly defined.</td>
<td>Each plan is assigned an owner who is responsible for its development and maintenance (using an organization template standard as a starting point). The appropriate parties drive content of the plans, and quality control remains with the plan owner. Scheduled maintenance drives plan updates. Internal auditing is seen as a BC planning partner and is part of the continuous improvement process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>The focus of the planning effort is IT disaster recovery documentation and ER planning (building evacuation, first aid, etc.). Some CM documentation exists, but its focus is on IT incident response. The primary reason for plan documentation is to avoid audit comments. Plans are often updated in an ad hoc manner.</td>
<td>Plan documentation is driven by internal or third-party audit findings. The technology leadership team is leading the plan documentation effort; therefore little exists outside of IT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>Where plans exist, they are developed in silos, lacking detailed business and technology procedural details. BCM stakeholders do not know their roles and responsibilities or, in some cases, even their involvement in response and recovery execution. Plans are often out of date. Response and recovery relies on memory, and execution is often ad hoc and led by a few key employees.</td>
<td>Produced by a lack of understanding and focus on BCM. Plans often start with publicly available or software-based templates, and little is done to customize the content. Plans often focus on ER and the theory of recovery planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Maturity</td>
<td>Characteristics of Capability</td>
<td>Method of Achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>A deep understanding of the BCM program and its impact on daily operations is understood by all layers of the organization. Those responsible for performing BCM tasks are active in training others. BCM strategies are evaluated in terms of their impact to enterprise value. BCM training is included in performance evaluations (e.g., balanced scorecard).</td>
<td>Team members are specifically trained on how to be a BCM proponent. BCM leadership carefully coordinates BCM objectives with high-profile business objectives to exploit their publicity. Team members who have been cross-trained are provided opportunities to exercise outside their normal responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>Management has a broad understanding of how BCM elements work together. Employees know their immediate responsibilities in an actual event, and many know their long-term activities. Team members can articulate their individual responsibilities, as well as how their element interfaces with other BCM elements and the company’s business objectives as a whole. BCM issues are considered in all business initiatives.</td>
<td>All team members are trained on their tasks as well as the broader program. BCM leadership provides program updates to senior management on a regular basis. Training and awareness programs are budgeted separately, including outside resources if necessary. Team members participate in third-party or case study training. Training includes issues surrounding how to execute the plan in the midst of an event that extends beyond the company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>A structured program to communicate BCM program goals and objectives is developed with all elements participating. Employees beyond the planning and execution teams understand the program goals and objectives. A general awareness of the multi-faceted approach to BCM exists within management.</td>
<td>A structured approach to BCM training exists, with management in each line of business understanding the program. Task-related training is mandatory for those throughout the organization who are listed as primary or backup team members. Existing resources, such as the company intranet or new-hire orientation are used to promote general awareness of the program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>Some limited training or awareness is present within a program element, but no cross-training among crisis, business resumption, and disaster recovery exists. Specific program components may have designated backups, and team members are included in casual communication regarding the program.</td>
<td>Middle management with tactical responsibility for program elements understands the danger of relying on one person to perform a critical BCM task. BCM tests and/or updates are a period topic in department staff meetings. Formal training on specific tasks is provided for those required to do them, but nothing else. Training is limited to participation in exercises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>No formal training or awareness program exists. Only those with immediate responsibility know program goals and objectives. No cross-training among crisis, business resumption, and disaster recovery is present. Regulatory issues drive the training and awareness efforts.</td>
<td>Produced by a combination of planning silos. Is present where extraordinary individual efforts are the foundation for BCM. Training, where present, is limited to ER activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Assessment Objective: Testing and Plan Maintenance

### Maturity Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Capability</th>
<th>Method of Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>BC testing is unannounced. Simulations are developed using probable risks that were identified in a risk assessment. Tests are primarily measured by an expected recovery. Entire departments work at an alternate site for a defined period of time using backup systems and resources. Third-party business partners and vendors participate in testing. Updates to the plan are automatically integrated through a maintenance process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong></td>
<td>Full BC testing, for business and IT, are regularly performed. Simulations are developed using probable risks that were identified in a risk assessment. Tests are measured by the rate of recovery of critical components or functions such as connectivity, application usage, or transaction processing. Plans are maintained off site and updates are made at the conclusion of testing. Internal auditing observes the exercise and ensures plans are updated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong></td>
<td>BC and IT disaster recovery tests are sometimes performed together, but the focus is typically on component recovery. Continuity procedures are discussed using facilitated sessions to identify planning gaps. Tests are primarily measured using an expected timeframe for recovery and overall effectiveness. Entire departments work at an alternate site for a defined period of time, using backup systems. Lessons learned are documented, and plan updates are made on a scheduled basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong></td>
<td>Testing is focused on IT disaster recovery and may involve end user validation of the recovered environment and/or the test results. In some organizations, management engages in scenario-drive, tabletop exercises of its CM capabilities. IT disaster recovery tests are focused on component recovery. Internal auditing reviews continuity procedures, if this function exists. Plan updates are made on a scheduled basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
<td>IT component testing takes place internally within the IT department, with limited knowledge of management and no participation from the user community. A formal testing schedule is not established, and test results are rarely documented. Testing does not result in amendments or improvements to response/recovery procedural documentation. Plans may not be well maintained or up-to-date because the BCM process is new.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Assessment Objective: Compliance Monitoring & Auditing

#### Maturity Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of Capability</th>
<th>Method of Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Optimizing</strong> Internal auditing, risk management, and the general counsel all review plan documentation on a regular basis and also sponsor third-party audits of BCM capabilities, including testing activities. The organization engages in industry discussions regarding regulatory compliance and regularly reviews benchmarking analyses. A risk assessment and BIA are performed and regularly refreshed to ensure that plans reflect business reality and the regulatory environment.</td>
<td>Proactive contact is maintained with regulatory bodies. A dedicated team leads BCM activities supported by a cross-functional business and technology team, which includes internal auditing and outsource providers for specialized services. A risk assessment (by location) and BIA (by process) should be conducted and used as the foundation for building plans. They should also be refreshed periodically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Managed</strong> Cross-functional teams, including the general counsel and internal auditing perform regular assessments of business conditions and regulatory requirements. Internal auditing, risk management, and the general counsel also review plan documentation, in some capacity, on an annual basis. A risk assessment and BIA are used to ensure that plans reflect business reality and focus on the most likely and severe risks and impacts.</td>
<td>A dedicated team leads BCM activities supported by a cross-functional business and technology team, which includes internal auditing and outsource providers for specialized services. A risk assessment (by location) and BIA (by process) should be conducted and used as the foundation for building plans. They should also be refreshed periodically. Internal auditing focuses on BCM program execution as opposed to plan content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defined</strong> Regulations related to BCM are considered and incorporated into BCM plans. The responsibility to monitor the regulatory landscape resides with the general counsel, who communicates with the BCM steering committee. Internal auditing monitors the plan maintenance process and influences when regulatory changes warrant updates to the documentation. A risk assessment and BIA that consider the regulatory environment have been performed within the past two years.</td>
<td>A small, cross-functional team is in place, and the internal audit function is actively involved in the actions of this team. A risk assessment (by location) and BIA (by process) is conducted and used as the foundation for building plans and identifying the impact of regulation on plan development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Repeatable</strong> Regulations related to BCM are considered and incorporated into BCM plans when financially practical. Internal auditing reviews the relevance of the documentation in accordance with a long-term audit plan and may request evidence of plan testing.</td>
<td>Internal auditing, risk management, or general counsel shares regulatory updates with the BCM team or those responsible for BCM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong> Regulatory requirements or industry standards related to BCM are seldom considered and incorporated into BCM plans, or are viewed as too costly to implement. Internal auditing’s attention does not extend beyond ensuring traditional IT disaster recovery plans are documented.</td>
<td>An IT disaster recovery planning process exists. An internal audit function is in place, and disaster recovery is in the annual or bi-annual audit plan.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. Glossary

BC — business continuity
BCM — business continuity management
BCP — business continuity plan
BIA — business impact analysis
BU — business unit
CAE — chief audit executive
CBCP — Certified Business Continuity Professional
CM — crisis management
DRII — DRI International
DRP — disaster recovery planning
ER — emergency response
GTAG — Global Technology Audit Guide
IT — information technology
MBCP — Master Business Continuity Professional
RPO — recovery point objective
RTO — recovery time objective
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